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Learning Objectives:







Create design roads and bridges in InfraWorks 360
Create roundabout and road components in InfraWorks 360
Create street drainage system, culverts and watershed in InfraWorks 360
Collaborate changes made to a model in both InfraWorks 360 and AutoCAD Civil 3D
Build a parking lot and roundabouts with Autodesk Vehicle Tracking
Share design data with other teams using A360, AutoCAD360 and InfraWorks Web Viewer

Description
This course illustrates key new features and tools with Autodesk® AutoCAD Civil 3D® 2016, Autodesk®
InfraWorks 360™, and Autodesk® Vehicle Tracking. Data collaboration between software will be on
display for BIM workflows. Beginning with a preliminary design, in this class we will create, analyze, and
edit design features such as roads, roundabouts and bridges while collaborating with AutoCAD Civil 3D
2016. At the end of our lecture, we will share our final design models to the cloud, to be accessed by
A360, and InfraWorks 360 web viewer.

Biography: Tony Carcamo (Main Speaker)
Tony Carcamo is the CAD/Design Manager for BIG RED DOG Engineering Consulting. Tony has 18 years in
the civil engineering field performing different tasks from civil design to surveying. Tony’s design
experience began with AutoCAD R12, then later upgraded to AutoCAD Land Desktop. Tony began using
AutoCAD Civil 3D since its first appearance in 2005. In 2006, he moved to Dallas, Texas and worked for
three different civil engineering firms as a Senior Design Tech and CAD Manager. During the next 8 years
he facilitated the implementation training of Civil 3D 2007-2015 and AutoCAD Civil template and
drawing standards at each firm. In 2012, he became an AutoCAD Civil 3D 2012 Certified Associate and
AutoCAD Civil 3D 2013 Certified Professional. In addition, in 2013 he also became an Autodesk Certified
BIM Specialist with InfraWorks. In 2015, he was hired by BIG RED DOG as the CAD/Design Manager. At
BIG RED DOG, Tony is in charge of implementation and training for all Autodesk software including
establishing and maintaining policy standards throughout the company. He is the Design Manager
working on site grading, road design, drainage and hydraulics. For many years Tony has also been an
active participant in the Autodesk Civil 3D & InfraWorks 360 Feedback Community, Autodesk Labs,
Autodesk University attendee, Autodesk Advisor Member, Autodesk Mentor Member, and provided
feedback in the Autodesk Feedback Customer Community. Tony is not only a long time AUGI member
and AUGIWORLD content manager; he is also the author of Tony’s Civil 3D World and President of the
DFW BIM Infrastructure User Group. In addition, Tony is also Global eTraining online courseware author
to InfraWorks 2015 & 2016. In November, Tony was nominated and accepted into the Autodesk Expert
Elite Program.
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Juan F Soto is a Civil Designer for Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. at their office in Fort Worth, Texas,
and has 15+ years of experience with Autodesk, SolidWorks and Bentley products. He has been working
with Autodesk products since version R12. He is responsible for the design of a variety of projects using
Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D. Juan is also an active AutoCAD Mentor member providing AutoCAD and
Civil 3D support to new users.

Speaker Biography: Tom Richardson, RPLS
Thomas “Tom” Richardson is a CAD Manager for MWM DesignGroup in Austin, Texas. Tom has over 20
years of experience in Land Surveying and Civil Engineering and has been using AutoCAD products since
release R14. In addition to senior design technician duties, Tom supports the use of many software
packages including AutoCAD, Civil 3D, InfraWorks, ArcGIS and Microsoft© software. Tom is responsible
for training, documentation, and implementation of CAD Standards at MWM DesignGroup. Tom is an
AUGI member, an Autodesk Expert Elite, an AutoCAD Civil 3D 2012 and 2013 Certified Professional, a
freelance Civil 3D instructor, and a Sybex/Wiley technical editor for multiple books and eBooks including
Mastering Civil 3D 2013-2016 and Autodesk InfraWorks and InfraWorks 360 Essentials.

Speaker Biography: Istvan Voiculescu
Istvan “Ishka” Voiculescu is a BIM/CADD Manager for the Engineering Services Division of the City of
Austin Public Works Department in Austin, TX. He has 8+ years of experience working with AutoCAD Civil
3D and Land Desktop and various experiences working with other software products from Autodesk,
Bentley, Dassault Systems and many others. Besides the design, he is responsible for R&D of standards,
training materials and ways of implementation of B.I.M. technologies within his department and
expanding their adoption city-wide. He is also co-author on the Wiley’s Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2015
and 2016 book.
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Creating Design Roads and Bridges
Create a Design Road
With the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module, designers can take advantage of advanced
engineering tools such as roadway grading, intersection design, sight distance analysis.
There are two basic ways to generate a design road in InfraWorks 360:
 Convert a planning road into a design road.
 Create a design road using the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module.
Create a Design Road from a Planning Road
Planning roads can be created by using the Roads tool found on the Create Conceptual Design Features
menu in both InfraWorks and InfraWorks 360 LT. Planning roads can also be generated by importing files
with roadway centerline data such as SDF, SHP, or IMX.

In the InfraWorks model, right click on a selected planning road and choose Edit. If you don’t see the
vertex grips after entering Edit Mode, select another feature then select the planning road again. Once
you’ve entered Edit Mode and can see the vertex, right click on the planning road again and choose
Convert to Design Road. The Convert to Design Road option is only available in InfraWorks 360 (not
InfraWorks 360 LT) and only if you have access to the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module.
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After converting the planning road into a design road take a moment to notice the difference in the
vertex grips of the planning road and the design road.
Planning Roads:
1.
Consist of endpoints with vertices at points of intersection along the road.
2.
Contain no ability to define a specific radius at any point of intersection along the road.
3.
Contain no ability to add road side grading to a planning road.
4.
Contain no defined profile, but the elevation of each vertex can be modified.

Design Roads:
1.
Become straight tangents and curves defined by a radius.
2.
Have the endpoint and PI vertex grips found on planning roads, as well as vertex grips at PCs,
PTs, and the midpoint of both tangents and curves.
3.
Include the ability to generate and edit a vertical profile.
4.
Are created using AASHTO Design Standards.
5.
Include a Road Asset card to report roadway statistics and allow changes to the roadway
including Geometry, Style, Lanes Forward, Lanes Backward, and Roadside Grading.
6.
Include Roadside Grading methods of Fixed Width and Fixed Slope
Create a Design Road Using the Design Roadways Menu
In addition to converting planning roads into design roads, another way to create a design road is by
using the Design Roadways menu in the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module. This menu includes
options for creating several different types of roadways including Component Roads, Highway Roads,
Arterial Roads, Collector Roads, and even Local Roads. This class doesn’t cover the details of each of
these types of roads, but be aware that selecting the correct type of road to create is important.

Certain settings such as design speed are determined by the roadway type selected at
the time the road is created. The recommended workflow is to create design roads
using the Design Roadways menu in the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module.
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Profile Creation
Now that we’ve created a design road, let’s take a look at a profile view and the options that pertain to
them. To generate a profile view, select a design road while in Edit Mode. From the right click menu
select Show Profile View.

Controlling the elevations of your road in a profile view is only one of the advantages of design roads.
The design road right click menu also provides additional features such as Recreate Profile, Remove
Horizontal Curve and even an option for Spiral Curve Spiral design roads.
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Design Road Styles
Another feature of design roads is the ability to split the road display style instead of splitting the asset
itself into separate pieces to apply the different styles. With design roads, once you split and apply
multiple types of road styles to a single road, the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module will create a
transition between adjacent styles automatically as shown here. Notice the cyan colored grip that marks
the station where the road style is split. This grip can be moved and the styles and the transition
between them will move with it.

Lane Zones
Design roads also have the ability to change the number of lanes at different stations along the road.
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Setting the amount of lanes with the add/subtract icon will allow you to start the editing process. Grips
will populate the road just like it would in style editor. Select the cyan colored grip that marks the
station where the number of lanes changes will allow you to specify an exact station for the split.

Road Side Grading
An important feature that distinguishes design roads from planning roads is the ability to add roadside
grading.
Fixed Slope
One road side grading method is assign a fixed slope with a maximum width. This method uses
the assigned cut and fill slopes to grade to the existing terrain surface. The specified slopes will
be adjusted if necessary to maintain the maximum grading limit assigned.
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Fixed Width
Another method is to have just a fixed width for the grading limit. This method uses a variable
slope calculated to grade to the existing terrain surface at the specified grading limit.

Intersections
InfraWorks 360 LT will automatically create a visual representation of intersections for roadways and as
well as other similar assets such as sidewalks. The intersections created with InfraWorks 360 LT contain
very limited editing capabilities. With the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module, intersections have
several design capabilities. Selecting an intersection of planning roads isn’t possible. Selecting the
intersection of two or more design roads will display an asset card populated with the selected
intersection data. The Intersection asset card contains two edit modes: Geometry and Lane Markings.
Geometry Edit Mode
In the Geometry edit mode of the Intersection asset card, you can change the type of
intersection to a roundabout. In the Standards section of the Intersection asset card you can
assign a car to determine what AASHTO vehicle turn radii will be applied to the design of the
intersection
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An example roundabout intersection. Notice that the available standards for this type of
intersection has changed as well.

Turning Zone Asset Card
Selecting a turning zone of an intersection will display the Turning Zone asset card. This card
provides the calculated turn angle as well and curb return data that can be edited. Curb Return
types are Simple Curve, and Simple Curve with taper. The radius of the turning zone can also be
adjusted on this asset card. Not only do you have control of the intersection itself but you now
have the ability to edit specific areas at the intersection by selecting a zone and adding a turn
lane to that area of the intersection.
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Lane Markings Edit Mode
In the Lane Markings edit mode of the Intersection asset card, control of lane markings is limited
to enable or disable yield lines as well as lane markings that could extend into the intersection.

In summary, the InfraWorks 360 Roadway Design module allows you to perform engineering-based
preliminary road design by adding the following functions to InfraWorks 360:
• Horizontal curve and spiral geometry
• Vertical curve geometry
• Profile views
• Gizmos for performing horizontal and vertical editing
• Rules-based design which controls horizontal and vertical geometry
• Style zones
• Lane zones
• Roadside grading
• Intersection design
With these advanced capabilities you can perform some serious preliminary road design that can be
imported into AutoCAD Civil 3D for more detailed design.
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Create a Design Bridge
Creating a Design Bridge in your InfraWorks model can give your model another part of realism and also
a better understanding of the preliminary cost to your site. The InfraWorks 360 Bridge Design module
provides access to the tools needed to create your design including precast I girder and steel plate girder
bridges.

After selecting the bridge type to create, select the start and end road station for the bridge design.
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After creating a design bride, you can view the bridge asset card. This asset card provides information
about the bridge including type, length, deck details, and clearance envelope data. Some of these values
such as Type can be modified. Other values such as Length, are just reported.

The bridge envelope is a useful design tool that can be enabled on the bridge asset card.
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By toggling the bridge deck transparency, you can easily view and gain access to the girders. The girders
can be edited individually or as a group.

Once you’ve created your design bridge, you can calculate rough preliminary quantities for your design.
Selecting a girder group will display the girder group asset card that provides access to changing the type
of girders or to modify some of the dimensions.
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After the preliminary design is complete, you can import the bridge and other assets into AutoCAD Civil
3D to begin detailed design. The collaboration tools are discussed in more detail in the Collaboration
between InfraWorks 360 and AutoCAD Civil 3D section of this document.

Creating Street Drainage System, Culverts, and Watersheds
Adding Watersheds and Culverts
Like most projects, engineers will perform preliminary drainage analysis of any site, to determine if
additional storm systems and drainage facilities are needed. With The InfraWorks 360 Drainage Design
module, designer can take advantage of multiple drainage tools for hydraulic and hydrology analysis. In
this handout you will learn about features such creating drainage watersheds, adding street drainage
systems, adding storm culverts.
The first step when working with drainage is to analyze the existing conditions for a project. It’s
important to understand how much water is sheet flowing across your proposed site. In order to do this,
you will create a watershed. The watershed feature will designers identify existing streams or drainage
swales. To access the watershed features, open the Design, Review and Engineer Design in-canvas tool
within the Intelligent Tools. When using the Create Watershed feature it’s important to understand that
sometimes InfraWorks 360 may not be able to create a watershed based off the default grid spacing and
stream threshold spacing. If you are unable to create a watershed simply lower the grid spacing and
stream threshold spacing.
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After clicking ENTER InfraWorks 360 will instantly analyze the terrain data and display the watershed
with the estimate location of centerline of drainage stream.

By going into the watershed edit mode, design engineers can view the existing drainage swale data such
as length, slope and elevation inverts at the upstream and downstream. At this point you can you assign
the hydrology method to calculate peak flows or Q100.
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Multiple watersheds can be create throughout your site model and be assign different styles within the
watershed Properties, to differentiate watersheds. In the next session you will learn how to add storm
culverts to design roads.

Adding Storm Drainage System
Like most projects, engineers will perform preliminary drainage analysis of any site, to determine of
additional storm systems and drainage facilities is needed. With The InfraWorks 360 Drainage Design
module, designers can take advantage of multiple drainage tools for hydraulic and hydrology analysis.
Once a design road is has been laid out and designed, you can quickly add a storm drainage system to
capture the street drainage by simply right clicking on the design road and selecting “Add Pavement
Drainage” option from the quick tools dialog box. Within the Add Pavement Drainage asset card you
have ability assign pipe and structure sizes, but to save time just hit the “ENTER” key to accept the
default pipe and structure sizes and standards. InfraWorks 360 will analysis the street and add a storm
drainage system instantly. One note to remember is that the drainage storm system will only appear if
the design street contains low points along the road.
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For best results to view the storm drainage system use a road style that has a pavement transparency. In
addition, you can also turn on the Surface Opacity from the Create and Conduct Infrastructure Design
Presentation in-canvas feature on the Intelligent Tools.
FIGURE 2: IMAGE USING

Now that the storm drainage system has been added, you can quickly let InfraWorks 360 size the storm
system base off the current conditions by simply right clicking on your design road and selection “Size
Pavement Drainage” option. InfraWorks 360 will size the pipes and structures and adjust pipes slopes as
needed. Please not that InfraWorks will size the storm system based on full flow capacity and maintain
minimum and maximum velocities. InfraWorks used Manning and Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF)
rainfall coefficients.
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Further adjustments to the pipes and structures can easily be made by simply select the object and
using the asset card to make changes to sizes and styles.
Additional drainage tools that come with the Drainage Design for InfraWorks 360 is the “Add Culvert”
tool. This tool allows designers to add proposed storm culverts along existing or proposed streets that
crossing low laying streams. Storm culverts and be added in two ways.
The first way is to manually place the storm culvert by accessing the culvert tool feature within the
Design, Review and Engineer Design In-canvas tool on the Intelligent tools. This method can be used for
terrain areas where a watersheds was not created. Designers will manually input the drainage and
culvert data within the Culvert asset card.

Hydraulic data such as pipe velocity, headwater elevations, and depth of water flow for the storm
culvert can be viewed by simply turning on the Show Analysis Results feature within the Culvert asset
card.
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The second, and easiest way to add to a storm culvert is use the Add Culvert feature within the edit
design road context menu. In order to full take advantage of this feature is best to create a watershed
first. InfraWorks 360 will analyze the watershed data and drainage flow and insert and storm culvert to
head the drainage. Like most design software it’s always best to review design results and make
adjustment to pipe slope, and headway types to city or county standards. If any changes to the storm
culvert are made, you must right click on the culvert and select Analyze Culvert to update the hydraulic
profile data.
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Once you have finished making adjustment to the storm culvert, you can produce and print a culvert
report by clicking the Generate Analysis Report at the bottom of the Culvert asset card. InfraWorks 360
will display a full report in your default internet browser.
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With the Add Pavement Drainage and Add Culvert features, designers can quickly design a preliminary
storm drainage system for a proposed site and make additional changes with other design software such
as AutoCAD Civil 3D. Later in this handout you will learn how to export InfraWorks 360 storm systems
into AutoCAD Civil 3D.

Creating Parking Lots and Roundabouts with Vehicle Tracking
Autodesk Vehicle tracking swept path analysis software is another powerful design software that allows
designers to analyze vehicle turning analysis both vertically and horizontally. In addition, Vehicle tracking
includes site design tools for parking and driveway design. Autodesk Vehicle Tracking allows designers
to be more productive and efficient with their design, which in turn saves in design time and cost.

Parking Layout Tools
Sketching out parking for a site end the past seemed time consuming, but with Vehicle Tracking parking
tools, designers can quickly and easily creating parking stalls and parking lots within minutes. Before you
get started you must first set the Parking Design standard to which you want to use. Vehicle Tracking
contains a large amounts of parking standards which can be access by clicking the Parking Standard
Explored within the Parking Ribbon section. Within the Parking Standard Explorer you use the preset
standards or make copies of the parking standards and make edits to the items such bay drive aisles,
islands, safety zones, bay symbols, and much more.
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Creating single row parking bay can be created by selecting the New Row parking tool, and within the
Parking Row Properties dialog box selecting which side of parking you want and point and click the
starting and ending points of your parking. The Parking Row Properties dialog box contains vast
collection of settings for parking. Designers can control, parking stall width & length, pavement marking,
parking angles, parking stall styles, drive aisle directions, sidewalks, vehicle class, and much more.
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Once a parking row has been added, designers can make additional changes using the Editing Parking
Row, Editing Parking Bay, or Editing Parking Island found in the Parking Ribbon. With these features you
can quickly making modifications to a complete row of parking or individual parking bays or curb island.
In addition, by selecting on any parking stall, the edit grips appears which allow to add vertex or
extending parking areas, change parking angle or even changing direction of parking.
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The Vehicle Tracking features tools are found on the Vehicle tracking ribbon within AutoCAD Civil 3D
2016. By simply selecting the New Roundabout icon, it will activate the roundabout wizard. Within the
Drawing Setting dialog wizard designers will able to set drawing scale of the roundabout, assign existing
and design surfaces, corridor settings, last but not least road pavement markings.
When first selecting the New Roundabout features tools the Junction Standard Explorer appears. In
here, you have options to several different country design standards. For now we will use the US
Junction Design Standards. (Note that you will only have to do this once)
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Next step in the wizard is selecting a name and drawing appearance. If you want to create a surface
from your roundabout you can define the existing and final design surface.

Roundabout Tools
Creating a roundabout can be done by simply selecting the New Roundabout icon, which will activate
the roundabout wizard. Within the Drawing Setting dialog wizard designers will able to set drawing
scale of the roundabout, assign existing and design surfaces, corridor settings, last but not least road
pavement markings.
When first selecting the New Roundabout features tools the Junction Standard Explorer appears. In
here, you have options to several different country design standards. For now we will use the US
Junction Design Standards. (Note that you will only have to do this once)

Next step in the wizard is selecting a name and drawing appearance. If you want to create a surface
from your roundabout you can define the existing and final design surface.
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After clicking the Ok key, the roundabout display appears on your curser. Click the desire road
intersection point and left click to insert the roundabout. The roundabout command prompt is activated
request the access roads. Simply select an alignment or polyline for the side roads.
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The New Leg dialog box appears. Here you assign a name and surface for your access road. Press the
ENTER key when finished. Instantly Vehicle Tracking will analyze the site and parameters and insert the
access road curbing, pavement stripping, and signage. In addition,

To make revisions to the roundabout and intersecting access roads select the Edit Roundabout tool. This
will activate the Junction Properties dialog box and the roundabout location display dialog box.
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Within the Junctiuon Properties dialog box, designers have access a vast varity of paremeter settings
such as roundabout radius, road legs, verhicle path analysis, visibility analysis and much more.
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For now we will make simple revision to our defaulted roundabout such as lane width, and adding a
splitter island.
By using the Edit Roundabout tool, and selecting the roundabout we will make changes to the
roundabout lanes approach lanes. In the Junction Properties dialog box select Leg 1. On the right side
change the approaching and departing lane width to 12. If you click the Diagram button the bottom you
can see the location of the lane that you change. Click the APPLY button to make the changes.

Next we will add a splitter island by selecting the New Splitter Island feature tool. Select the
roundabout, then select the leg which you want to add the splitter island. A large X marking will appear.
Click ENTER to apply the splitter island.
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With Vehicle Tracking, designers have the capabilities to building a corridor surface from the
roundabout by simply select the existing grade surface and assign a proposed surface through the
roundabout wizard settings. Once the roundabout is created with corridor parts, a surface can be built
through the corridor properties. It’s important to understand that addition adjustments to the
roundabout corridors may be needed to create an accurate and smooth surface.
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Once the surface and corridor is finalize, you can then export the surface into InfraWorks 360 as an IMX
or shapefile.

Collaboration between InfraWorks 360 and AutoCAD Civil 3D
Now that you’ve completed your preliminary road, bridge, drainage and other design in InfraWorks 360,
it’s time to begin the more detailed design process in AutoCAD Civil 3D. Since InfraWorks 360 and
AutoCAD Civil 3D provide multiple ways to transfer data, it’s important to determine what method of
data transfer is right for each type of asset. This answer may vary between projects and even at
different times in a project life cycle.
Data Transfer Considerations
InfraWorks 360 and AutoCAD Civil 3D have many import and export options available. Some assets can
be transferred in more than one format. Let’s look review a few of the most commonly used formats.
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3D Model
Importing a 3D model is a common way to import otherwise unsupported objects into an
InfraWorks 360 model. Multiple 3D formats are available for import such as 3DS, DAE, DXF, FBX,
and OBJ. Exporting an isometric view to FBX format is a way to transfer a gravity or pressure
pipe network into an InfraWorks 360 model for visualization. Note that these 3D objects have
limited editing options but can easily be reimported as needed. FBXEXPORT is the command
used in AutoCAD to export to FBX format.
Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D DWG
This new import feature in the latest version of InfraWorks 360 has made the transfer of
supported objects between InfraWorks 360 and AutoCAD Civil 3D a much quicker and easier
process. The data available for import from an AutoCAD Civil 3D drawing is the same as those
available through IMX format including assets such as alignments, coverages, and terrain
surfaces. When importing directly from an AutoCAD Civil 3D drawing, the imported assets will
be split into appropriate categories in the Data Sources panel. If you want additional assets
imported, you’ll need to import the drawing again and choose the items to import. One of the
most important things to note about this type of connection is that the drawing can be open by
you or another user during the import. Also the asset can be updated at any time by right
clicking on the file name in the Data Sources panel and choosing Reimport. This takes a lot less
time than opening the drawing, exporting the necessary items to IMX, then importing the
revised IMX file for the update.

Connect your AutoCAD Civil 3D drawing to InfraWorks and use the reimport feature
to get instant updates based on the current saved drawing state in a single step.

Autodesk IMX and SQLite
IMX format is another static way of transferring data between InfraWorks 360 and other
software. The IMX file is a snapshot of the current state of the assets in the model that are being
exported. Exporting to IMX format in AutoCAD Civil 3D will select all objects in the drawing that
can be exported to IMX. When importing an IMX file into AutoCAD Civil 3D, all supported assets
within the IMX file will be imported. According to many InfraWorks 360 users, IMX format or
direct SQLite model import is the preferred transfer option for surfaces.
Importing an IMX file is as simple as assigning a coordinate system then using the IMX_IMPORT
command. This results in an IMX File Selection dialog where you can browse to and select the
stored IMX file. All supported assets within the IMX file will be imported into the current
drawing.
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A new feature of AutoCAD Civil 3D 2016 is the ability to import assets directly from the
InfraWorks 360 SQLite files.

Before importing an InfraWorks 360 model, confirm the settings in the Configure InfraWorks
360 – Civil 3D Exchange Settings dialog. You can choose what asset types to import as well as
designate Civil 3D Objects Settings.

Save your settings to an external file for future use and to share with others.
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Now that the exchange settings are configured, it’s time to import the InfraWorks 360 model
into AutoCAD Civil 3D. To import using this method, you must first close the InfraWorks 360
model you want to import.
1. Select the SQLite file for the InfraWorks 360 model to import.
2. Review the coordinate system of the model and the current drawing and confirm that
the drawing coordinate system is compatible with the InfraWorks 360 model coordinate
system.
3. Choose to import the extents of the model or select only an area of interest to import.
4. Choose the XML to import and refine your selection set as needed.
5. Open the model.

To show an example of the capabilities of importing data from InfraWorks 360 to AutoCAD Civil
3D, we connected to one of our proposals from InfraWorks 360 that contained design roads,
street drainage systems, and a bridge. The image below was in isometric view with Realistic
visual style. The bridge was imported as 3D solid. The street drainage system are inserted as
structure parts. In addition, all the existing and proposed surfaces with street alignment was
inserted.
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Now if we reverse the workflow, design and build a corridor road in AutoCAD Civil 3D and bring
back into InfraWorks 360, that process has become streamline.

By using the Data Sources panel and selecting the Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D DWG import
option, and browsing and selecting your AutoCAD Civil 3D drawing, you have the ability to
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import objects such as surfaces and coverages and design roads. For best results just import the
coverages and surfaces.
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LandXML
LandXML format transfers are similar to IMX in that it’s a snapshot of the model. Once key
difference though is that when exporting to LandXML, AutoCAD Civil 3D provides a dialog
showing a list of available objects to export. Individual assets can be chosen from this list to
export to the LandXML file. The file transfer format can be used for asset types such as terrain
surfaces, alignments, and pipe networks. For importing into InfraWorks 360, this format can be
useful for drainage pipe networks if the parts list used for both the InfraWorks 360 model and
the AutoCAD Civil 3D model have been coordinated using the Autodesk Labs: Project Kameleon
product. Transferring any other type of pipe network structures may not create the expected
result.
SDF and SHP
When exporting to SDF format, there is a tool on the Output ribbon, Export panel, named Export
Civil Objects to SDF. This command will export alignments, points, parcels, pipes, and structures.
This command exports supported types in the whole model.
Another option for exporting to SDF format is a tool in the Planning and Analysis workspace,
Output ribbon, Map Data Transfer panel, named DWG to SDF. This command allows you to
select all or some objects to transfer in SDF format.
A third option for exporting to SDF format is the MAPEXPORT command. If you choose this
option you’ll need to specify the output file type as SDF.
You might find that SDF format provides better visualization in InfraWorks for tessellation of
curved lines. Also when exporting non-Civil 3D objects to SDF format, you can combine multiple
asset types such as lines, points, and polygons into one SDF file.
Exporting to SHP format is similar to exporting to SDF except that only one type of asset can be
exported to each SHP file. Also SHP files are actually a set of files, not just a single file like SDF
format uses.
Exporting to SHP format is also available through the MAPEXPORT command if you choose SHP
as the output file type.
Both SHP and SDF are commonly used to transfer linework, points, and polygons into
InfraWorks to visualize pavement stripes, coverage areas, buildings, road centerlines, and so on
to the model. Note that when configuring SDF files after import, you need to assign an elevation
or choose drape. Upon import of SHP files, the configuration will automatically be set to drape if
all elevations in the file are set to 0.
A great example of using SDF or SHP files to transfer data and populate your model was shared
by the ever popular David Garrigues in his CV7237: InfraWorks Caffeinated Sites are So
Ex-SITE-ing class at Autodesk University 2014. If you haven’t watched that or reviewed his
documentation then please do so.

For more tips and tricks, visit the InfraWorks 360 InfraTips forum here:
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http://forums.autodesk.com/t5/infraworks-360-infratips/bg-p/131

Other formats
Additional information can be found in the help menus and online for other file formats
including Revit, SketchUp, image files, raster surfaces, point clouds, IFC, and others.

Online Collaboration with A360 and AutoCAD360
A360 Collaboration
Collaboration between design teams and client is essential in all project, in order to meet set
construction phasing dates. To streamline design changes and collaboration, designer can take
advantage of powerful collaboration software and tools such as A360, AUTOCAD360, and InfraWorks360
web viewer. Autodesk has incorporation the A360 in most design software which makes it earlier for
the designers. In order use most all these collaboration tools you must have Autodesk account.
The first collaboration tool to look at is AutoCAD Civil3D and A360. When first opening AutoCAD Civil 3D,
the home dashboard appears. Under the Notification section, you can login into your A360.

Once logged in, access AutoCAD Civil 3D options (use the OP or OPTION command) and select the Online
tab. In here you can control syncing settings for all drawings which are by copied to A360 cloud.
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Next, open your A360 Desktop Application which can be found at the bottom right hand corner of
windows. Select and right click and select Preferences. In order to take advantage of cloud drawing and
tools you can sync design drawings to the A360 Drive so you can access remotely through your tablet or
mobile smartphone.
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Once you have finalized your preliminary or final design drawing, you can now share your drawing with
another design team member or client by accessing the share feature which are found on the Autodesk
360 ribbon and selecting the Share Document icon. For these exercise I will share my preliminary site
plan to my other team member.

A360 Drive dialog box will appear. In here you have can manually add the email of the person you want
to share you drawing with or click the Address book if you already have save email address. At the
bottom you can include a short comment to the recipient. Under the Access column, click the small drop
down tool to access user permission settings. These permissions consist of; View & Download
Document, View, Download & Update Document, and Full Access. Click the Save & Invite once done.
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Within minutes all recipients will receive an email providing the A360 link to the drawing that was
shared.
With A360 Drive online web or mobile app, users can review project drawings instantly and in real-time,
and collaborate with designers quickly and easier. By using the design feed in AutoCAD Civil 3D and
A360 comments feature, project design can be made quickly to increase productive.
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The A360 Drive online web, provides a very user friendly experience with it’s simple to us features for
accessing, sharing and view project data. Users are have the ability to download, copy, rename, move,
share and delete drawings within their A360 account.

Once a drawing is open within A360 Drive, users are provided with simple tools to view their drawing
sure performing measurements, orbit, pan & zooming, and layer management control. Addition user
settings are provided within the Settings button for navigation to control and performance and
appearance.
A360 ONLINE

AUTOCAD CIVIL 3D
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AutoCAD360 Collaboration
Perhaps one of the best online collaboration application is AutoCAD360. AutoCAD360 is an online and
mobile application that allow design teams, clients and developers collaborate project design changes.
AutoCAD360 mobile is provided in 3 different plans which is the free version, RRO, and PRO Plus. It’s
also important to understand that the AutoCAD360 online features and interface is different versus the
mobile app version found smartphones and tablets.

As you can see from above, with AutoCAD360 Pro Plus, users are provided with numerous tools and
features, and cloud storage.
During our collaboration workflow, we upload the preliminary site plan from AutoCAD Civil 3D to
AutoCAD360 Web.
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AutoCAD360 provides a user friendly experience with easy to use interface. Designer and clients can
take advantage of simple drawing and editing tools when opening a share drawing. In addition, simple
measuring tools are also included to measure site linework or even areas.

Just like the A360 or Autodesk360, AutoCAD360 also provides a design feed dialog box that allows the
designer team to collaborate between each other. During our class

The AutoCAD360 mobile app provides a different interface that best meets your mobile device screen
size. Just like the online version, you will find the same simple editing, navigation and measuring tools.
With the mobile app. At the current time AutoCAD360 is only available on Apple, Google, and Windows
app store.
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InfraWorks 360 Design Center
Another collaboration tool that design team can take advantage in the InfraWorks 360 is the
Design Center. The Design center is used to discuss online models, proposals, and scenarios
using Design Feed. You can make notes to yourself or share them with others. Design Feed
works when displaying models and scenarios in InfraWorks 360, in a browser, or from Autodesk
InfraWorks 360 (iPad app). It’s a great way to maintain a central location of collaboration and
design changes.

The first thing that needs to happen before you can start the design feed is sync you model changes with
InfraWorks 360

After selecting the icon the design feed dialog box will open and the design feed will allow you to drop a
POI icon in any location on the model to link your comments
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The link scenario icon will list the feed that the scenario is linked to.

Anyone that is listed as an author can resolve and close any design feed comment
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Now that the model is synced with the cloud you can start you collaboration with the rest of your team
that is defined be the author of the model.

1. Manage online scenarios and models online.
2. Manage your group membership
3. Let the Author know if the model it synced and available online.
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Once the model has been uploaded you can view any instance the model has been modified

You can also email anyone in the group a direct link or send them an email with an URL imbedded to
begin collaboration on your model
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Once the URL or the email is generated, the group will be connected to an interface which will display all
the scenarios for which they have permissions to view.

One the 3D icon is selected the user will get a listing of the scenarios they have access to.
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The scenario should populate the web view with the option to add comments and give input that will
carry over any place the model is shared
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Including the main interface in InfraWorks 360 notifying the author of comments and changes.
By taking advantage of the multiple design tools and collaboration features in InfraWorks 360, AutoCAD
Civil 3D, Vehicle Tracking, AutoCAD360, and A360, designers can be more productive and efficient with
the projects, which in turn save time and cost for the client and developer.
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